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BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave

BanyuBiru formed from 2 syllables of Indonesian and javanesse language, that is : Banyu
and Biru. Banyu have a mean "Water" and Biru have a mean "Blue", so, BanyuBiru have the
meaning "Blue Water". BanyuBiru (Blue Water) is usually synonymous with fresh water
and clean water.
BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave is a special energy wave, which act to rejuvenate the cellular
structure in our body, as well as activating, detoxifying and cleansing your liver. The effect
of this is anti aging effect due to the liver releasing its built up toxics, this is a deep cellular
liver activation and cleanse, acting as a reversal to the rapid aging that takes place deep
within our cellular matrix not only in your liver, however your entire bodies DNA.
BanyuBiru = Blue Water ?
Water ?
Why Water ?
According to study 60 to 70% of our body constitutes water, and all that is solid. With
enough availability of water, our body would be functioning well and effective. Following is
total water that is needed by our every part of the body :
AREA OF THE BODY
Brain

83% water

Kidney

79% water

Heart

83% water

Lung

80% water

Bone

22% water

Blood

90% water
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The table above show how the importance water to the human body. Only insufficient
water in our body or dehydration happens, a few pitches could be seen such as thirsty,
weak and failure of kidney's function. In cases over extreme, dehydration can bring to coma
state and invite death. This shows briefly how the importance water to the human.
However, do enough by just drink water without care of other danger, such as cancer
infection, high blood, low blood, other diabetes and modern disease. This disease
altogether comes from the not good drink for the body and should not we drink
frequently.So what water suitably for us to drink to make sure that water in our body is
enough, and we can prevent variety of diseases by just drink only water? This is because;
several researches showed, modern age illness such as cancer, diabetes, hypertension,
hypotension, kidney disease, osteoporosis and other was cause by life style such as what
we eat, lack of exercise.. This means, our lifestyle is our cause infected variety of
diseases.First, let see the role of water in our body :
1. Water is important for breathing and control arrange body temperature
2. Water is important to protect major organ including bone joint.
3. Water brings nutrient and oxygen to all cells in body.
4. Help body to absorb nutrient.
5. Change the feed to energy and remove unwanted waste.
In estimated, adult loss about one to two liters water in one day through perspiration, urine
and breathing.In various needs of individual; depends on weight, climate and levels of
activity, generally we suggested to drink at least eight glasses (240 milliliters a glass) or
equivalent to water two liters, in one day.
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SELF TREATMENT :
1. Sit on a comfort position, but keep your spine straight.
2. Mentally / loud (3X) : “BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave !”
3. Wait for about a minute, let the energy flow by itself in whole body. You can doing a
meditation, prayer during the process.
4. The process will run about 10 minutes. Drink a glass of water after you have finish.

TREATMENT FOR OTHERS :
1. To give a hands – on treatment, place your hands on the person. If you are
performing a distance treatment, sit on a chair and your hands on your lapt with the
palms facing up, then visualize name of receiver and his location in the palms and
place your palms together.
2. Mentally / loud : “BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave !”
3. Let the energy flow by itself. When you feel that the energy is not running anymore
or you somehow get a feeling that you are done, end the session. The healing energy
will however, continue to work in the patient. It is also possible that the energy will
continue to flow through you hands and that you might be guided to place your
hands on different parts of the body. Just keep on healing if you feel prompted to do
so.

CREATE THE REJUVENATION WATER :
For Drink :
1. Prepare a glass of water.
2. Place your right hand in top of the glass or hold with both hands.
3. Mentally / loud : “BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave to this water now !”
4. Wait for a minutes and this process have done.
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For Bath :
1. Place your right palm only or both palms on the surface of the water for bath.
2. Mentally / loud : “BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave to this water now !”
3. Wait for 3 minutes and this process have done.

ATTUNEMENT :
Receive The Attunement :
1. Find a place where you will not be disturbed for about 15 minutes.
2. Mentally (To your Higher Self) : “I ask that I may be receive the Attunement of
BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave from ... (Your teacher name) perfectly. Thank you !”
3. The attunement will then start and after around 10 minutes, it will stop.
Pass The Attunement :
1. Find a place where you will not be disturbed.
2. Mentally (To your Higher Self) : “I ask that ... (Your student name) may be attuned at
... (Time) in his / her time zone for the Attunement of BanyuBiru Rejuvenation Wave.
Thank you!”
3. The attunement will then start and after around 5 minutes, it will stop.
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FOUNDER’S PROFILE

Hi ...
My name Hari Andri Winarso, the founder of Dharmasatya Workshops,
founder and director of Soul Unfoldment Academy. I'm also the founder of
several energy systems for healing, clearing, cleansing, protection and
others. I'm a practitioner of several oriental traditions like as gTummo,
Pranic Healing, Indonesian Inner Power, etc.
I began my journey is not in the Reiki Healing Systems, but in the Traditional Mystic
Javanism. In the end of 2001, I took my first attunement and become a Reiki Master early
2002. Since then i become a certified Reiki Master Teacher and has been attuned to a large
number of healing modalities. I'm also a Mental Trainer, I often provide the mental training
for anothers through my Firewalking session.
And the last, I’m also a writer / novelist.
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Please share with as many people as possible!
You may distribute this PDF (intact) freely as you see fit.
Cop yright Notice
This manual is protected by copyright.
You can share this manual freely pro vided it is left entirely intact.
You may not independently reprint, republish, or reuse the words in this manual for any reason.
You can give this manual to students that have paid you for an attunement,
but you cannot resell this manually separately.
Please do not rewrite this manual for any reason !
For permission to translate, contact
hari.andri@yahoo.com
Thank you.
Additional Attunements
More attunements are available at
Soul Unfoldment Website,
and if you liked this energy, please consider a small donation:
www.soulunfoldment.com
www.forum.soulunfoldment.com
THANK YOU !
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